energy academy
18 - 20 September
Samsø 2.0
"Best to Next Practice"
where does it become realtime personal?

connecting the DOTS
all about community power

from parts to WHOLE
What can we learn from each other?

EU common ground

moving from fear to courage
unlearning
relearning

common unity
community
ownership ➔ stewardship

competition
collaboration
commons
social sustainability

staying connected
meeting for living into a vision
Q: Where are we? Where do we want to go? How do we get there?

Responsible

What new practices are we fostering every day?

Is every conversation local?

Responsibility

Are we coming from fear?

How do we move from growth to development?

What is our "public responsibility"?

- Steen Hillebrand

What are we prepared to personally take on?
What new story can we create? What is the content behind the content?

Social/emotional TV
What creates holistic learning? What helps create the anchor amidst the intensity?

Creating meeting places for lifelong learning.
the personal

"jump out of the frame and into"

COURAGE
say "YES!" every day

artful living

What Can we blend?
the importance of circle space experimenting with different forms of energy
Redefining the Commons

Being the Connector

Hosting Space for embodied learning + design

What are you an ambassador for?

What are you willing to risk?
Hosting space for the transformation of energy

Learning in transitional spaces living and learning in nature + all the senses
Making a person-centred space

- Scale
- Connecting
- Contributing

Think

Invite

Meet

Think & meet are the 2 arms of our practice

Live

both feet on the ground

more on the building itself...
What's the fire at the center? 

- An embodiment of floating pruence 
- Flowing between land and water 
- What if it doesn't have to be buried? 
- Is the hosting of the center enough? 
- Looking in and looking out
Levels of Energy

Technical/Applied
Community Development
People + Planet

working from and at multiple levels
What happens when Life is truly at the center of what we do?

How do we ground ourselves, strong in the common trunk, spread the branches to encompass a wider world?

What do we truly stand for? How are we being that in the world?
Thanks to the Energy Academy for the invitation and all of us for our contributions!

Good winds everyone!